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ABSTRACT

Colloidal Quantum Dots (CQDs) have recently gained a lot of attention as a potential material for

manufacturing optoelectronic devices due to their tunable light absorption and emission properties and

compatibility with low-temperature thin-film manufacturing. The realization of CQD inkjet-printable

infrared photodetectors has thus far been hindered by the incompatibility between the chemical processes

that produce state-of-the-art CQD solution-exchanged inks and the inkjet material processing. To achieve

inkjet-printed CQD solids with excellent reproducibility, morphology and optoelectronic characteristics,

the discrepancy between these processing conditions needs to be reconciled. In this study, we design

CQD inks by simultaneous evaluation of requirements regarding ink colloidal stability, jetting conditions

and the film morphology for different dots and solvents. Our inks remain colloidally stable through a

design that suppresses the reductant properties of amines on the dots’ surface. After drop ejection from

the nozzle, the quantum dot material is immobilized on the substrate surface due to the rapid evaporation

of the low boiling point amine-based compound. Concurrently, the high boiling point solvent allows for

the formation of a thin film of high uniformity, which is required for the fabrication of high-performance

IR photodetectors. We then fabricate inkjet-printed photodetectors exhibiting the highest specific

detectivities reported to date (above 1012 Jones across the IR) in an inkjet-printed film. As a patternable

CMOS-compatible process, the work offers routes to integrated sensing devices and systems.
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CQDs are emerging optoelectronic nanomaterials with tunable absorption and emission

properties that are also compatible with low-temperature thin-film manufacturing.1,2 The synthesis and

processing of CQDs have progressed significantly in recent years, resulting in the implementation of

efficient optoelectronic devices such as bright CQD LEDs,3–5 flexible transistors,6 solar cells with power

conversion efficiencies exceeding 12%,7,8 and high-efficiency infrared photodetectors.9,10 These

advances have stemmed from improvements in CQD synthesis, surface passivation, and device

architecture.11–17

Ligand exchanges are essential to realizing electrically-conductive CQD solids since in this step,

the original insulating ligands are replaced with shorter, conduction-compatible ones and surface defects

are minimized (Figure 1a).18,19 There are two approaches in ligand-exchange protocols: solid-state layer-

by-layer (LbL) and solution-phase. In the LbL method, original ligands are replaced sequentially during

film growth by ligand dosing and solvent rinsing. In solution-phase ligand exchanges, short ligands or

anions replace the original longer ligands while the dots are colloidally dispersed. These CQD inks can

be directly deposited to the substrate, enabling single-step fabrication of CQD devices.20 In recent studies,

CQD inks based on lead halide (PbX2) anions have yielded the best-performing photovoltaics owing to

the homogeneous energy landscape provided by the resultant CQD solids.7 The homogeneous energy

landscape narrows the distribution of electronic states at the band edges, reducing the amount of bandtail

states, resulting in improved open-circuit voltage in solar cells and photodetectors. However, the PbX2-

exchanged CQD inks remain as colloids only in volatile amine solvents (i.e. n-butylamine),21 which

cause surface etching and degradation of the CQDs (Figure 1b). In addition, their low boiling point and

viscosity make these formulations inapplicable to large-scale manufacturing processes such as inkjet

printing and screen-printing.14

The realization of CQD inks that achieve excellent passivation while retaining colloidal stability

is required for successful demonstration of inkjet printing (Figure 1c). In addition, ink rheological

properties such as viscosity, surface tension, boiling point, particle size, and concentration must be

carefully controlled to enable optimal inkjet performance, without introducing constraints over CQD

surface passivation or subsequent self-assembly that negatively affect the optoelectronic properties of

the printed films.8 Various solvents and their mixes provide the ability to control printing properties but

these often fail to balance the attractive and repulsive forces in colloids, resulting in a decrease of

solubility or loss of excitonic peak (Figure 1d).
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Figure 1. Solution-exchanged CQD inks and inkjet printing-related concerns. a) Ligand-exchange process where

the long oleic acid ligand is replaced with shorter I2 ligand. This process improves the charge transfer properties

of fabricated thin films. b) n-Butylamine-based ink and related quantum dots etching degradation stages: Left:

good quality quantum dot ink, exhibiting adequate redispersion and minimal dot aggregation. Middle: ink in which

most quantum dots have quickly precipitated from solution, impeding the printing process. Right: solution of fully

etched quantum dots. Decomposition back into precursors causes loss of absorptive properties. The decomposition

occurs in a range of hours. c) Inkjet printing requires stable CQD inks, achieved in two ways: Electrostatic

stabilization (1): charges on the dot surface attract oppositely charged ions in the solvent to create a buffer layer.

Repulsion between these layers, which is contingent on shielding the original particle charge, keeps particles apart.

Solvent dielectric constant strength is crucial in determining the level of charge shielding. Steric stabilization (2):

given proper solvent selection based on polarity, the mixing of ligands becomes energetically unfavorable. This

prevents dot aggregation and imparts colloidal stability. d) Absorbance spectra of 950 nm quantum dots after

synthesis and after ligand-exchange redispersed in NMP solvent. Although NMP allows ink-jet printing, it

diminishes the quantum dot exciton behavior.
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Our efforts concentrate on inkjet printing which belongs to a drop-on-demand technology that

allows dispensing and accurate positioning of small droplets of material-consisting fluid on a substrate,

resulting in desired patterns and structures. This is essential to create optoelectronic devices with

different functionalities that can be monolithically integrated and to reduce material waste during their

fabrication. Throughout the inkjet printing process, picoliter drops of ink are ejected from a nozzle by

applying a pulse of pressure to the fluid ink in the supply tube. Nozzles used for inkjet printing have sizes

ranging from 10 to 150 µm,22,23 requiring highly colloidally stable inks. Unstable inks frequently cause

nozzle clogging or negatively affect the printed thin film quality and consequently reduce the

optoelectronic performance of the final devices.

Many researchers have investigated the mechanisms of drop formation with the aim of providing

guidelines for optimal ink formulation.24–26 Nonetheless, the large number of relevant parameters

impedes the development of a universal guideline for optimal ink formulation. An interesting approach

has been proposed by Nallan et al. in which several parameters affecting inkjet drop formation have been

considered, leading to the concept of jettability window guidelines.27 Complications regarding ink

formulation are further compounded when printing full device stacks, where factors like the interactions

and compatibility of the fabricated inks with layers beneath must be taken into account. Although inkjet

printing is a promising fabrication method, only a limited number of researchers have to date inkjet-

printed CQD IR photodetectors, mostly due to difficulties with colloidal stability and printability of the

CQD inks and consequently reduced performance of the final devices.28,29 Table 1 provides insight into

recent advancements in printed/solution processed CQD photodetectors.

Table 1: Comparison of various parameters of printed photodetectors. Works of Böberl et al. and Tang et al.
represent printed or otherwise patterned detectors. The remaining references stand for solution-processed
photodetectors, deposited by other methods. The high detectivity of the inkjet-printed devices presented in this
work makes them stand out among patterned IR detectors. Their large size and promising efficiency make them
competitive with detectors produced through more conventional solution-process methods.

Reference Structure Area
(mm2)

EQE
(%)

D*
(Jones)

Range
(nm) Note

Böberl 2007 29 Ti/Au:Hg Te QD 10 53 3.2x1010 500-3000 Printed PC
Tang 2016 30 Cr/Au:Hg Te QD - 6.2 - 2000-8000 PMMA transfer
Clifford 2008 9 PbS QD - 17 1x1012 400-1800 Schottky
Pal 2012 31 Pedot:PbS QD:ZnO 9 20 1.1x1012 300-1100 PN PD
Manders 2014 32 NiO:PbS QD:ZnO 4.5 24 1.1x1012 400-1300 All inorganic
Masala 2015 33 c-Si:PbS QD:AZO 4.9 33 1.5x1011* 400-1200 Si heterojunction
Kim 2015 34 TiO2:PbS QD - 39 2.4x1013 400-1100 Quantum funnel
This work ZnO:PbS QD:Spiro 11.5 >40 >1012 400-1650 Inkjet-printed

*Shot-noise detectivity estimated using dark current
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Ink colloidal stability and printability

The CQD ligand exchange was performed following the procedure developed by Liu et al.7 After

drying, the dots were redispersed in various solvents and their stability and suitability for inkjet printing

analyzed. To achieve colloidally stable, printable functional CQD inks, we examined three promising

solvents: n-butylamine (BTA), dimethylformamide (DMF), and N-Methyl-2-Pyrrolidone (NMP).

The solvent selection was based on their potential to redisperse and stabilize dots, inkjet

printability, and ability to form smooth thin films. At this stage, we simultaneously evaluated the

requirements regarding ink colloidal stability and jetting conditions by measuring the main parameters

of the fabricated inks (viscosity, density, surface tension, nozzle diameter, and droplet velocity) and their

fit to the ink printability window depicted in Figure 2a (details of the measurements and calculations are

attached in the Supporting Information).

In CQD research, BTA is commonly used as a solvent because it easily redisperses the dots.

However, it is also known to act as a reducing agent, causing dot precipitation and surface etching (Figure

1b). This compromises the stability of the solution required by the inkjet printing process. In addition,

the very low boiling point (78 °C) and low viscosity (500 µPa·s) make it unsuitable for inkjet printing

because rapid evaporation at the nozzle causes a build-up of particles that interfere with the jetting

process. While the remaining inkjet printing parameters indicate its potential for printability (Figure 2a),

the low boiling point and dot precipitation disqualify printing and therefore BTA was excluded from

further consideration.

DMF, another common solvent, has a demonstrated ability to stabilize the dots, adequate printing

parameters and a preferable boiling point of 153 °C.7 Nevertheless, the consistent generation of drops

with various inkjet printers was challenging and therefore the solvent was considered unsuitable.

A high boiling point of 202 °C and promising inkjet printing parameters (viscosity, density, and

surface tension) make NMP a good co-solvent for inkjet printing of CQDs.35 Importantly, the polarity

(6.7) and dielectric constant (32.2) of NMP are similar to those of DMF (6.4 and 36.7, respectively),

enabling it to keep the exchanged dots stably redispersed. Despite the similarity of its properties to DMF,

NMP does not fully redisperse the dots, resulting in washed-out exciton peaks normally attributed to

quality CQD solutions (Figure 1d). However, since NMP provided excellent printability and allowed

stable jetting of the CQD ink, we considered it to be a prime solvent used to print several reference thin
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films in order to optimize the printing process, printing speed, droplet volume, and substrate

compatibility.

Based on the previous experiments, we focused our efforts on obtaining quality inks by taking

advantage of the high CQD solubility in BTA and the high printability of NMP. Taking into account the

possibility that BTA might act as a ligand, we tested only relatively small ratios of BTA to NMP.12 After

experimenting with various compositions of BTA to NMP, we recognized that the most optimal ink

consists of NMP with the addition of 1 wt% BTA (BTA:NMP).

The low ratio of BTA to NMP suppressed the reductive influence of BTA resulting in a

colloidally stable and printable solution (after several days the ink remains without any indicators of

aggregation), as seen in Figure 2b. BTA to NMP ratios higher than 1 wt% did not significantly improve

redispersity but did reduce the colloidal stability of the inks. Also, higher ratios of BTA compromised

the printability by clogging the nozzles. At the same time, pure NMP ink without BTA, depicted in Figure

2b, exhibited visible CQD agglomerations. Figures 2c,d illustrate the ejection and droplet creation

process of the BTA:NMP CQD ink for two different printers, demonstrating interoperability of the

created ink. By using one printing nozzle, it takes approximately ten minutes to print 11.5 mm2 of the

active layer but current industrial inkjet printers have the capacity to print such structures in seconds.
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Figure 2. Analysis of jettability/printability and colloidal stability of the CQD inks. a) Jettability window within

the Capillary and Weber number (Ca-We) space proposed by Nallan et al.27 All inks and solvent that fit within the

window should allow the creation of stable drops. The Weber number is a dimensionless number used as a measure

of the relative importance of the fluid's inertia compared to its surface tension. The Capillary number represents

the relative effect of viscous drag forces versus surface tension forces acting across an interface between a liquid

and a gas. Colors indicate the ink composition: green - pure solvent, red - solvent mix, violet – CQD ink. Although

all formulated and tested inks lay within the window, BTA ink does not allow jetting due to its low boiling point

and the nozzle clogging. b) Comparison of two inks – BTA:NMP and NMP-only. The addition of BTA creates a

well redispersed and stable colloidal solution while the NMP-only ink demonstrates signs of aggregation. c)

Demonstration of BTA:NMP drop formation for Fujifilm Dimatix DMP-2800 10 pl printing head. The drop is

fully formed after 40 µs from ejection and at 200 µm from the nozzle. Additional video demonstrating stable

BTA:NMP drop formation for 6 parallel nozzles is provided in the Supporting Information. d) Creation of stable

droplet of BTA:NMP ink in MicroFab Jetlab 4 XL printing nozzle.
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CQD thin films formation and characterization

After determining an optimal composition, the BTA:NMP ink was used to print CQD thin films

for morphological and IR photodetector characterization. To account for the influence of substrate

surface on film morphology, all prints were done on Zinc Oxide (ZnO) thin films. These films would

ultimately be used as an electron transport layer for (PIN architecture) IR photodetectors.

Optical and atomic force microscopy images shown in Figure 3a,b,c compare the printed CQD

thin films resulting from different inks. Aggregations of CQDs in the NMP-only ink are transferred to

the film, yielding high roughness, as indicated in the AFM results (RMS 44.7 nm) (Figure 3a). On the

other hand, the BTA:NMP ink provides excellent morphological performance – smooth layers with very

low roughness (RMS 3.3 nm) (Figure 3b). The films were optimized further by elevating the substrate

temperature, which promotes faster solvent evaporation and material pinning processes that immobilize

the solid content, resulting in more uniform films. Microscope and AFM images demonstrate that the

roughness of CQD thin films printed at 60 °C is reduced to RMS 3.0 nm and the material distribution at

the macroscopic scale is more even (Figure 3c).

To better understand the drying process of the inks on the substrate, we supplemented optical and

atomic force microscopy examination with thermogravimetric (TGA) analysis. The results are shown in

Figure 3d. For BTA:NMP inks, the TGA results reveal that the drying process (losing weight) starts at

significantly lower temperatures thanks to the BTA component that evaporates rapidly, thus

immobilizing the CQD material, while the high boiling point solvent (NMP) evaporates steadily allowing

the material to settle and create a continuous, smooth layer.
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Figure 3. CQD thin film morphology and ink drying process. a) Microscope and AFM analysis of a film printed

with NMP-only ink. The RMS value has been calculated from the 5x5 µm area. b) Microscope and AFM analysis

of a film printed with BTA:NMP ink. Compared to films made with NMP-only ink, the RMS roughness is

significantly reduced, from 44.7 nm to 3.3 nm. c) Microscope and AFM analysis of a film printed with BTA:NMP

ink on a substrate heated to 60 °C. The roughness has been further reduced and the larger scale uniformity

improved. d) Thermogravimetric analysis (Netzsch STA 449 F3 Jupiter) of BTA:NMP and NMP inks. Compared

to NMP ink, the BTA component in the BTA:NMP ink induces drying at significantly lower temperatures. After

drying, both inks retain approximately 5% of the initial material weight.
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Both types of inkjet-printed thin films (BTA:NMP and NMP-only) underwent elemental analysis

using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). The survey results indicate that the difference between

BTA:NMP and NMP inkjet-printed films is insignificant (additional information is provided in the

Supporting Information). Transmittance measurements of as-synthesized and printed thin films reveal

that both as-synthesized and exchanged NMP:BTA dots exhibit exciton peaks, while the peak is

diminished for the NMP-only ink (Figure S4). Since the NMP-only films did not demonstrate clear

exciton peaks, we concentrated our photodetector-fabrication efforts on the BTA:NMP inks.

Fabrication and characterization of IR photodetectors

ZnO has successfully been used as a solution-processed carrier extracting material in PbS QD

based photodiodes and efficient solar cells.36 We, therefore, selected it as the n-type layer in our PIN

photodetectors.

To enable eventual printing of all layers in the photodetector, we limited the selection of the p-

type material to solution-processed materials (Figure 4a). The key requirement for this layer was to allow

efficient extraction of holes from the quantum dot film. The p-type material was also required to keep

the dark current of the photodetector as low as possible to improve photodetector performance.37

Inspired by the rapid advances in perovskite optoelectronics, we tested an organic material,

Lithium-doped 2,2′,7,7′-tetrakis(N,N-di-4-methoxyphenylamino)-9,9′-spirobifluorene (Spiro), as the p-

type layer.38 Spiro is a commonly used Hole Transport Layer (HTL) in perovskite solar cells, which have

reached power conversion efficiencies of 23.3%. It is an excellent candidate for a HTL because the

valence band aligns well with Au for hole extraction and its wide bandgap blocks electron back-injection

(Figure 4b).33 As a first step, film thicknesses were optimized given that Spiro has a much lower hole

mobility than the electron mobility of ZnO (1.6x10-3 vs. 0.5 cm2/V·s).39,40 Multiple other factors also

contribute to thickness-dependent performance. One such factor is the absorption-extraction

compromise, wherein photon absorption and carrier extraction efficiencies must be balanced.41 Reverse

biasing can overcome this requirement by enhancing the internal field, but this technique can only be

used if the film can sustain high electric fields without breakdown or significant leakage. Another factor

is the creation of Fabry-Perot resonances. Variations in layer thicknesses can tune the locations of these

resonances and potentially enhance efficiency at the exciton. Color-enhanced SEM imaging shows the

final, thickness-optimized photodetector stack (Figure 4c).
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The performance of the inkjet-printed photodetectors was analyzed through several key metrics:

dark J-V curve, reverse-bias dependent efficiency, and detectivity. Details of the measurement protocols,

the set-ups used and additional characterization results (photodetector bandwidth, irradiance-dependent

responsivity, and noise equivalent power (NEP)) are provided in the Supporting Information.

J-V measurements were performed by sweeping the bias voltage from -1 V to 1 V and measuring

the diode response. Results are shown in Figure 4d. Standard EQE scans taken at various bias voltages

determine the reverse-bias dependent efficiency (Figure 4e). Overall upward shifts to otherwise similar

efficiency spectra indicate better photocurrent generation and extraction. The comparable efficiencies at

shorter wavelengths of samples biased at 0.5 V and 1 V indicate that carrier extraction saturates. EQEs

are converted to detectivities, which show consistent device performance across its spectral range with a

D* of 1.4x1012 Jones (Figure 4f). For comparison, peak reported values of D* in commercial Ge and

InGaAs detectors are on the order of 0.35 and 6 x1012 Jones, respectively.32 Initial trials of printed devices

with larger size dots (1250 and 1500 nm) show that similar performance can be achieved further in the

infrared using the same process developed herein.
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Figure 4. Photodetector architecture and characterization. a) IR photodetector architecture with ITO as the

transparent conductive electrode, ZnO as the electron transport layer, CQDs as the active layer, Spiro as the hole

transport layer, and gold as the top electrode. b) Energy band alignment of the final CQD IR photodetector. The

image demonstrates how Spiro helps to enhance electron extraction. c) SEM image representing the full

photodetector stack. ITO and ZnO thicknesses are approximately 150 nm. The printed CQD layer is approximately

350 nm thick and Spiro thickness is approximately 150 nm. E-beam-deposited gold electrode is approximately

100 nm. d) Dark J-V curve of the ink-jet printed photodetector demonstrating anticipated diode behavior. e) Bias-

dependent EQE of printed CQD photodiodes. Reverse-bias widens the depletion region and enhances photocurrent
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generation. Insert demonstrates EQE of printed CQD photodetectors with different size quantum dots (950 nm,

1250 nm, and 1500 nm) with 1 V bias. f) Detectivity of printed CQD photodetectors with different size quantum

dots (950 nm, 1250 nm, and 1500 nm). Consistent detectivity of approximately 1.4x1012 Jones is achieved across

the device’s spectrum, taken for a 10 Hz signal. Spectra were acquired using 1 V reverse bias. Larger sized dots

can extend the device spectral sensitivity to sense light further in the IR with similar performance.

In this work, we developed efficient and sensitive PbS quantum dot photodetectors using inkjet printing

as a deposition method. Building on recent successes in forming high-quality exchanged dot solutions,

we established a protocol to create high-quality inkjet printable CQD inks. We resolved the difficulties

related to incompatibility between solvent composition, colloidal stability, printability, and

optoelectronic properties of the printed films by continuous and comprehensive evaluation of the ink

rheology, jetting conditions and the morphology of the printed films. Although we recognized that all

studied inks lay within the printability window of the Capillary number - Weber number space, not all

of them have been suitable for CQD applications due to either nozzle clogging or CQD aggregation.

Despite its limitations, the concept of the printability window provided a good starting point for the

development of suitable ink formulations.

We utilized the best ink formulation to further experiment with device structures, ultimately

achieving efficient, large-area photodetectors working in the visible and near-IR regions. Extended

characterization of the devices revealed that they are competitive with other reported PbS devices made

using lab-scale solution processing methods. In certain metrics, such as detectivity, our inkjet-printed

devices achieve performance levels similar to those of conventional crystalline materials. With their

proven ability to create promising photodetectors, the freedom in patterning of inkjet printing and

detection range of PbS quantum dots combine to create an opportunity for innovation in the field of IR-

photodetection.

Our findings suggest several courses of action for further research to fully realize the potential of

printed IR CQD photodetectors. There is a need for quantification and engineering of Fabry-Perot

resonances that could augment certain spectral features. Further research might also explore various HTL

materials that could increase the speed and efficiency of the photodetectors by improving carrier

transport. Another interesting consideration is to utilize our protocol to develop fully printed IR

photodetectors.
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CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we realize a CQD ink that combines excellent colloidal stability with inkjet printing

compatibility and anticipated thin film formation. We design inks that are colloidally stable within the

jettability window without compromising CQD surface passivation. We then employ these inks to

demonstrate inkjet-printed photodetectors with the highest specific detectivities (above 1012 Jones in the

near IR) reported to date. This CMOS-compatible printing process allows the realization of integrated

multiwavelength hyperspectral sensors.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

Quantum dot ligand exchange process

Oleic-acid-capped CQDs were synthesized using previously published methods.42 The PbX2/AA

solution-phase ligand-exchange process was carried out in a test tube in air. Lead halides (lead iodide

0.1 M and lead bromide 0.02 M) and NH4Ac (0.04 M) were pre-dissolved in dimethylformamide (DMF).

5 ml of CQD octane solution (10 mg ml−1) was added to 5 ml of the precursor solution. These were mixed

vigorously for 1–2 min until the CQDs completely transferred to the DMF phase. The DMF solution was

washed three times with octane. After ligand exchange, CQDs were precipitated via the addition of

toluene and separated by centrifugation. After 10 min of drying in a nitrogen atmosphere, the dots were

redispersed in the solvents (100 mg ml−1) and filtered (0.2 µm PTFE filter) to facilitate the inkjet printing.

Photodetector fabrication

The ITO glass substrates were cleaned by sonication in acetone and isopropanol for 30 min each. After

drying, the ZnO solution was spin-coated onto ITO glass at 3,000 r.p.m. for 20 s. The ZnO nanoparticles

were synthesized following a published method.36 Consequently, a layer of PbS CQDs was inkjet printed.

The inkjet-printed layer was then annealed on the heating plate for 5 min at 100 ºC. The annealing was

followed by deposition of Spiro as described in Tan’s report.43 The photodetector was finalized by E-

beam vacuum deposition of 120 nm of gold that serves as the top electrode. The photodetector area was

11.5 mm2. Additional description of printing, material properties, sample fabrication, and

characterization can be found in the Supporting Information.
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of the following information:
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